




The first word  

Dates are of special importance in the rich culture of Iranians. Iranian dates have 

always been famous in the worlds and Iran country is one of the richest date                

producing countries in the world. But in the midst of the date market have always 

been wrestling problems in terms of exports and domestic sales. 

In this regard, Forough Afkar Management and Development Company with the 

aim of developing national production in the field of dates and reviving domes-

tic and international markets, as well as to record and document the stages of                  

harvesting, processing and handicrafts related to this product, held the first Inter-

national Exhibition have photographed dates.
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Exhibition themes
 Harvesting dates

 groves and its natural landscapes

  Dates, products and handicrafts related to it.  

 Dates, in Iranian culture and its ritual functions 

  The role of the palm tree in the art of ancient Iran 

  The use of dates and their derivations in industries 

  Use of dates in Iranian and foreign foods and sweets.

Note:
This Exhibition will be to accept the works of artists in a photography 
section with digital cameras. The submitted works must be in the 
form of documentary, artistic, industrial photography and exactly in 
accordance with the themes of the Exhibition. It should be noted that 
in this Exhibition there is a competition between single photo.
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Exhibition rules:  

 Participation in this Exhibition is free and open to all photographers. 
     All submitted works must be “color” and black and white photos will not be accepted. 
  To participate in this Exhibition, upload a photo only through the Exhibition web-

site to www.intexpo24.com.
  Each photographer can send a maximum of 10 single photos to the secretariat. 
  Due to the citation approach of the Exhibition, composite or manipulated photos 

will be removed from the judging process. It should be noted that photos editing 
(light level, increase or decrease contrast, color control, crop, etc.) is unobstruct-
ed, but should not be in a way that brings the photo to the limits of graphics, illus-
tration and subsequent deletion.
The submitted photos must be in the form of a jpeg file with a large side size of 2000 

pixels and the size of the uploaded file should not exceed 2 MB (please do not change 
the DPI of the photos and send with the same output resolution of the camera). 
 There is no limit to the year of photo production, and photographers can send 

their past photos (which exactly match the theme) to the Exhibition.
  Sending the work by artists and participating in the Exhibition constitutes the 

declaration of intellectual property of the work by the sender. If it is proven oth-
erwise at any stage, the legal and penal consequences are the responsibility of 
the participant and the decision is the responsibility of the Exhibition secretariat. 
 Submitted works must have no photographer name, date, Exhibition title, logo or 

any other subject or design.
 The Secretariat of the Exhibition reserves the material and in-

tellectual rights of the submitted works for the owner of the work. 
   After judging the works and if the work is selected, a large photo file is requested 

from the photographer to present in the exhibition and print the book and obvious-
ly, failure to submit a large file on time will result in the removal of the photographer 
from the list of acceptances, exhibitions and books
The works submitted to the Exhibition will be published in the form of a book and 
a copy of this book will be awarded to the winners. 
 For photographers whose works enter the exhibition, a certificate of participa-

tion in the Exhibition will be issued. 
  Decisions regarding unforeseen items are the responsibility of the Exhibition 

secretariat. 4
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Exhibition Timeline 

4 October 2021Deadline for submitting works

17 October 2021Judging works

22 October 2021Announcement of accepted and nominees 
for awards

30 October 2021Closing ceremony and awarding of prizes

Exhibition secretariat

        Alley No. 45, Karim Kan Zand Blvd, Shiraz, Iran 

      +9871-3230 2111- +9871- 3230 2211

      +98 936 608 9939   

       www.intexpo24.com

       info@intexpo24.com

      

       www.intexpo

       info@intexpo

        Alley No. 45, Karim Kan Zand Blvd, Shiraz, Iran 
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